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READ BEFORE INSTALLING:

When installing RAS or making adjustments, the
rear axle must be hanging free to maximize the
arch of the leaf spring. If not using a lift, jack
stands should be placed under the front leaf
spring eye. To be sure, any support (lift or jack),
should only be utilized by placing within an inch
of, but should not be supporting axle or
differential.

1.

The gold threaded rod is threaded inside the
spring for shipping purposes. You must
unthread the gold rod so that the kit will
lengthen.
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2.



On 1999-2021 Toyota Tundras, the shocks are located close to the leaf springs. To ensure the kit
does not rub against the shocks, the flat head of the bolt must be facing the shock.

1.
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1999-2021 Toyota Tundra
Follow steps 1-5 of the universal RAS install before completing these instructions.



Universal RAS Install
Unless otherwise specified on the previous pages, follow the steps below for installation.

Position a floor jack of (the correct capacity for your vehicle) under
the differential housing.

3.

Raise the rear of the vehicle with the jack sufficiently to place jack
stands on both sides of the vehicle. As the vehicle has rear leaf
springs, the ideal place to position the stands is under the front eye
of the leaf springs, connected to the fixed shackles, as illustrated.
With the floor jack still under the differential, Remove the rear
wheels. With the lug nuts now loosened, this will make the removal a
lot easier.

4.

With both jack stands now correctly positioned and safely supporting
the rear of the vehicle, very slowly lower the floor jack checking that
the pads on the stands are still in the correct position at all times.
With the vehicle now well supported, continue lowering the jack until
the jack just makes contact with the differential housing, then raise
the pad of the jack about 1/2 inch only, as shown in the illustration.
The floor jack will be used as an extra safety device. Before starting
the installation, once again check that the rear of the vehicle is well
supported. Please see page 2 to determine which kit goes on what
side to ensure the kit does not rub against your shocks.

5.

Loosen all the rear wheel lug nuts with just one turn, but don’t
remove them at this stage.

2.

Before starting the installation make sure the vehicle is on a level
surface, then place wheel chocks on both sides of the front wheels.

1.
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Universal RAS Install
Unless otherwise specified on previous pages, follow the steps below for installation.
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The RAS kit comes fully assembled out of the box. Remove one side
and place it on top of the rear leaf spring with the eye bracket hook
facing the rear of the vehicle. Next position the eye bracket over the
rear wrap eye of the leaf spring.

6.

Remove the two nuts on the rear shackles but do not remove the two
bolts.

7. 

8. Remove the one side of the shackle.

Position the eye bracket over the eye of the leaf spring and replace
the side of the shackle that was removed. Secure the two nuts and
repeat on the other side of the leaf spring.

9. 

The gold-threaded rod is screwed inside the tension spring approx 5
to 6 inches for shipping purposes. To lengthen the unit so the bolt
spacer and nut can be located back into the axle bracket on the other
side of the U-bolt and under the bottom leaf spring, start turning the
coil spring with one hand and hold the threaded rod with the other.
This will screw the threaded rod out of the spring, making the unit
longer.

10.



Universal RAS Install
Unless otherwise specified on previous pages, follow the steps below for installation.
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The gold-threaded rod is screwed inside the tension spring approx 5
to 6 inches for shipping purposes. To lengthen the unit so the bolt
spacer and nut can be located back into the axle bracket on the other
side of the U-bolt and under the bottom leaf spring, start turning the
coil spring with one hand and hold the threaded rod with the other.
This will screw the threaded rod out of the spring, making the unit
longer.

11.

With the axle bracket now in position under the leaf springs, insert
the connecting bolt and spacers. Make sure the flat head of the bolt
is facing the shock as in structed on page 3.

13.

The axle connecting brackets have five holes on each side and come
with a 12mm bolt, two washers, a spacer, and nyloc nut, located
through the end holes in the bracket. The nyloc nut has only been
turned on hand tight. Next remove the nut, bolt, spacer, and washers.
The bracket should now hang aside the leaf spring pack and U bolts.

12.

Attach the nyloc nut and tighten. The bolt with the spacer must be
located directly under the leaf spring.

14.

Before adjusting the coil spring to the correct tension, check to see
that the eye bracket is in the center of the spring eye.

15.



Universal RAS Install
Unless otherwise specified on the previous pages, follow the steps below for installation.
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Position the two nuts on the threaded rod as shown. For a standard
duty kit, use a ratchet fitted 12mm socket on the head of the cap
screw, and a 22mm wrench on the lock nuts closest to the eye
bracket at the end of the threaded rod. For a heavy-duty kit, use a
14mm socket and a 24mm wrench. The two nuts come locked
together. By holding the threaded rod stationary and turning the coil
spring, the gap between the coils will start opening.

16.

Use the white or black disc in the box to determine the tension
setting of the coil spring. For improved handling and 25% additional
suspension strength, the correct adjustment between the coils is
reached when the white disc (1mm thick) is used as a gauge and can
just pass between the coils. For improved handling and 40%
additional suspension strength the correct adjustment between the
coils is reached when the black disc (2mm thick) is used as a gauge
and can just pass between the coils. This varies among vehicles. If
you misplace the two discs, you can use a dime in replace of the
white disc and a nickel in replace of the black disc.

17.

Jam one of the two nuts located in the center of the threaded rod
hard against the coil spring, then follow with the second nut and jam
against the first.

18.

With one side now installed, check all the fasteners to see that they
are secure. Now continue the installation on the opposite side.

19.



Universal RAS Install
Unless otherwise specified on the previous pages, follow the steps below for installation.
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Once the installation on both sides is complete, raise the rear of the
vehicle, replace the wheels, remove the two jack stands, lower the
vehicle and remove the wheel chocks. The final step is to take your
truck for a spin!

20.

RoadActive Suspension products are intended for proper installation and use as described in the provided documentation and
guidelines. Any misuse, improper installation, or modification of our products may result in personal injury or property damage.
Consumers are responsible for adhering to recommended usage practices and seeking professional assistance if needed.
RoadActive Suspension shall not be held liable for any personal injury, property damage, or any other losses arising from the
misuse, improper installation, or modification of our products. The consumer's responsible for ensuring correct product usage,
installation, and compliance with safety instructions. Any deviations from our guidelines may void warranties and release
RoadActive Suspension from liability.

WARNING: DANGER OF MISUSE OF PRODUCTINSTALLATION VIDEOS

1-800-398-5036   |    WWW.ACTIVESUSPENSION.COM    |   SALES@ACTIVESUSPENSION.COM

Thank you for purchasing RoadActive Suspension products!
REGISTER WARRANTY


